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The KLOE Detector


σp/p = 0.4 % 
(for 90° tracks)


σE/E = 5.7 % / √E(GeV)


σt = 54 ps / √E(GeV) ⊕ 50 ps
(bunch fluctuations subtracted)


Lead/Scintillating-Fiber calorimeter


He-iC4H10 drift chamber







KLOE data taking


2×1031 cm-2s-1 exceeded
1 pb-1 per day reached
35 pb-1 collected
Average trigger rate 2.1 kHz
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Year 2000 (23 pb-1)


10.9 M KL tagged by KS → π+π−


7.2 M  KS tagged by KL interactions in EmC


Useful control samples for calibration







CPT limits (KS → π+e -ν /π-e+ν vs KL → π+e -ν / π-e+ν) 


CP violation to several 10-4 (double ratio+interference)


rare and not so rare KS decays (γγ, πee, πµµ, πνν)


kaon form factors (KL → πl ν, K ±±±± → π0 l ±ν)


CP violation to 10-3 (double ratio)


K± decays (in particular π0e±ν, πππ)


σHAD for (g-2)µ and αem(mZ
2) at 2%


BR of semileptonic KS decays (KS → πl ν)


regeneration measurements at low momenta


φ → π+π−π0


radiative φ decays (φ → ηγ, η’γ, f0 γ, a0γ , …)
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Measuring ε’/ε with double ratio


Γ (KS→ π0 π0 )
Γ (KS→ π+ π−)


Γ (KL→ π0 π0)
Γ (KL→ π+ π−)


= 1- 6 Re(ε’/ε)


KS  beam: tagged by KL interactions in the calorimeter
KL  beam: tagged by KS →→→→ ππππ+ + + + ππππ−−−− reconstruction


With tagged beams at KLOE one can also measure absolute BR’s 


NL,S − BkgL,S = NKK × εL,S(tag) ×BRL,S × 〈εL,S〉 × g( - ')I( )d d '
±,0 ±,0±,0 ±,0


observed estimated


I( ) decay intensity
KL →π+π−π0 and 
KS regeneration at DC wall
can also be used to align FV’s


g( - ') experimental resolution


FV
∫∫


desired


NKK=∫L dt ⋅σφ ⋅BR(φ→K0 K0)
drops out identically


εL,S (tag) almost cancel out







KS→π+π- / KS→π0π0: tagging


ε+− / ε00 = (95.03 ± 0.005) %ε+− / ε00 = (95.03 ± 0.005) %


Clean KS selection by time-of-flight of KL interacting in the EmC


(β∗ = KL velocity in the center of mass system) 


Selection cuts:


Eclus ≥ 100 MeV


|cos(θclus)| ≤ 0.7


β∗ ∈ [0.195, 0.2475]


Tag efficiency is slightly dependent on the channel due to the 
different timing of the events (global t0) given by: 


prompt γ’s in π0π0


pion clusters in π+π−


Clean KS selection by time-of-flight of KL interacting in the EmC


(β∗ = KL velocity in the center of mass system) 


Selection cuts:


Eclus ≥ 100 MeV


|cos(θclus)| ≤ 0.7


β∗ ∈ [0.195, 0.2475]


Tag efficiency is slightly dependent on the channel due to the 
different timing of the events (global t0) given by: 


prompt γ’s in π0π0


pion clusters in π+π−


Ratio of tag efficiencies is estimated directly from data







p* = track momentum in KS center of mass system


KS→π+π- / KS→π0π0: signal selection
π0π0: 4 prompt clusters required


| t – R/c| ≤ min(5 σt ; 3 ns)


cos θ < 0.9


E  > 20 MeV


π0π0: 4 prompt clusters required


| t – R/c| ≤ min(5 σt ; 3 ns)


cos θ < 0.9


E  > 20 MeV


Data – Monte Carlo ≈ 1%Data – Monte Carlo ≈ 1%


π+π-: 2 opposite charged tracks required


tracks from IP ( |z| ≤ 10 cm; ρ ≤ 4 cm )


cos θ < 0.9


190 < p* < 220 MeV/c


π+π-: 2 opposite charged tracks required


tracks from IP ( |z| ≤ 10 cm; ρ ≤ 4 cm )


cos θ < 0.9


190 < p* < 220 MeV/c


MeV/c







KS→π+π- / KS→π0π0: results


PDG 2000 R = 2.197 [1 ± 1.2 × 10-2 (stat) ± 0.6× 10-2 (syst)]


KLOE 1999 R = 2.237 [1 ± 4 × 10-3 (stat) ± 7 × 10-3 (syst)]


KLOE 2000 R = 2.16 [1 ± 3.6 × 10-3 (stat)] preliminary (15% of statistics)


PDG 2000 R = 2.197 [1 ± 1.2 × 10-2 (stat) ± 0.6× 10-2 (syst)]


KLOE 1999 R = 2.237 [1 ± 4 × 10-3 (stat) ± 7 × 10-3 (syst)]


KLOE 2000 R = 2.16 [1 ± 3.6 × 10-3 (stat)] preliminary (15% of statistics)


Systematics is under study on 2000 data:


extract efficiencies directly from DATAt0 and trigger efficiency


DATA/MC comparison + accidentalscluster counting


DATA/MC comparison + spurious hitstrack efficiency


π0π0/π+π− β* spectratag efficiency







KL tag using KS π+π− vertex 


deg


MeV/c


σ = 1 MeV/c


θ2 = 1.9


KL tagged by KS vertex, e.g. (ε = 73%):
rxy < 5 cm, |z| < 20 cm
|M – MKS| < 20 MeV/c2


Search for KL π+π− in 6 cone about (pboost pKS) 







Fiducial volume  (ε = 26%):
35 < rxy < 150 cm
|z| < ~120 cm


KL vertex reconstructed in FV (ε = 75%)


KL identification ( = 76%):
Preselection: 


Pmiss
2 + Emiss


2 < (30 MeV)2


Additional rejection from simple kinematic fit:
Variable parameters:


Scale factors for p (fKS, fKL)
Opening angles (θKS, θKL)


Constraints:
MKS, MKL, conservation of total E, p


Good efficiency and high purity not a problem


KL π+π−: Event selection 130 ev/pb-1


Purity: 98%
(RF = 10000)


Data (5 pb-1)
MC signal
MC background


MeV/c2
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Event tag:
KS π+π− vertex


Decay tag:
1 track + p* compatible with signal  + opposite cluster


KL tag
Analytic track 
extrapolation


Analytic cluster
extrapolation


T0


• Effort to measure efficiency and background directly from data
• Event symmetry allows use of double tag method


N1 = 2εS B1
N2 = ε2(1 ρ)S B2


S = 4(1 ρ)N1
2/N2


ε = 2N2/[N1(1 ρ)]


• N1 - B1 = 3658 123
• B1 = 3277 65
• N2 – B2 = 996±34
• B2 = 29±3


S = 4226 287
ε = 0.433 0.019


KL π+π−: Systematic studies


Preliminary results:


ε extracted from data + some MC input







KL→π0π0 vertex reconstruction
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The KL decay vertex position is determined by measuring:
1. the KL flight direction (from KS→π+π− momentum balance),
2. the photon conversion point (rγ)
3. the time of flight of the KL and of the photon(s) (RL/βL + xγ)/c


• 4 γ neutral vertices are considered
for signal selection







KL→π0π0 selection criteria
Events with 4 photons connected to the neutral vertex in fiducial volume


1. 4-momentum conservation at the neutral vertex
2. γγ pairings and π0 reconstruction: M(π0) vs. E (π0) in KL rest frame


Global fit uses both types of information.


π0 energy in KL rest frame KL invariant mass


all events
selected events


all events
selected events


S/B = 2







KL→π0π0 signal (hard selection)


π0 mass KL invariant mass


All events with 4 γ in the FV :
|z| < 155 cm
30< r <155 cm


• 4-momentum conservation
• 2 π0 reconstructed


all events
expected signal
expected background


all events
expected signal
expected background


• S/B = 17
• Yield = 40 events/pb-1


• Consistent with expectation for
BR(KL→π0π0) / BR( KL→π0π0π0 )
within current statistics


L ≈ 13 pb-
1







Conclusions


KLOE has collected 35 pb-1 to date…


A competitive measurement of BR(KS→π+π-) / BR(KS→π0π0) has been 
obtained


Two techniques for measuring  BR(KL π+π−) have been developed; 
reconstruction and selection efficiencies are under detailed study


KL π0π0 selection algorithm has been developed; efficiency has to be 
determined from data


Work on agreement between data and Monte Carlo is underway


…200 pb-1 will be collected by the end of 2001: 
this kind of statistics will allow us to attack the ε’/ε measurement






